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Novel experimental data are reported that reveal helical instability formation on imploding z-pinch

liners that are premagnetized with an axial field. Such instabilities differ dramatically from the mostly

azimuthally symmetric instabilities that form on unmagnetized liners. The helical structure persists at

nearly constant pitch as the liner implodes. This is surprising since, at the liner surface, the azimuthal drive

field presumably dwarfs the axial field for all but the earliest stages of the experiment. These funda-

mentally 3D results provide a unique and challenging test for 3D-magnetohydrodynamics simulations.
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Magnetized liner inertial fusion (MagLIF) uses a mag-

netically driven fast liner implosion (�implosion � 100 ns) to

compress and inertially confine preheated and premagne-

tized fusion fuel [1–3]. The cylindrical liner and fuel are

premagnetized with a slow-rising, fully-diffused axial field

(Bz;0) of 10 to 30 T, which is then rapidly compressed

by the metallic, flux-conserving liner to Bz;fuel > 1000 T.

In the fuel, the ultrahigh field reduces heat loss and enhances

alpha particle energy deposition [4,5]. Preheating the

fuel to 100–300 eV eases liner-convergence requirements;

nonetheless, a convergence ratio [CR � Rin;0=RinðtÞ] exce-
eding 20 at stagnation may still be required. The integrity

of magnetically imploded liners is compromised by the

magneto-Rayleigh Taylor (MRT) instability [6,7]. Previous

research using the Z Facility [8] at Sandia National Labo-

ratories examined the stability of unmagnetized (Bz;0 ¼ 0)

fast z-pinch liners [9–12]. Azimuthally-correlated MRT

structures with wave vector (k) perpendicular to the drive

field (k � B� ¼ 0) were consistently observed.
For the first time, the implosion dynamics of premagne-

tized (Bz;0 > 0) MagLIF-relevant liners have been studied

experimentally. Beryllium liners were premagnetized with
a uniform axial seed field (Bz;0 ¼ 7 or 10 T) and, using the
Z Facility, imploded in 100 ns by a 17 MA z-pinch current.
These liners developed 3D-helix-like surface instabilities;
such instabilities are in stark contrast to the azimuthally-
correlated m ¼ 0 MRT instabilities that have been consis-
tently observed in many earlier unmagnetized (Bz;0 ¼ 0)
experiments [9,11]. Quite unexpectedly, the helical struc-
ture persisted throughout the implosion, even though the
drive field at the liner surface, B�;outðtÞ [from the z-pinch
current IðtÞ], presumably greatly exceeded the axial field
at the liner surface, Bz;outðtÞ, for all but the earliest stages

of the experiment. Thus far, no self-consistent model has

reproduced this unexpected and fundamentally 3D experi-
mental result.
In this Letter, we discuss three nearly identical experi-

ments in detail; all three used the target design shown
in Fig. 1(a), but Bz;0 was set to either 0, 7, or 10 T. The

FIG. 1 (color online). (a) Target design used for Bz;0 ¼ 0, 7,
and 10 T experiments (Rout;0 ¼ 2:79 mm, Rin;0 ¼ 2:325 mm).

(b) Experimental hardware. The liner is marked with a white
‘‘X’’. A slotted current-return can (red) surrounded the liner.
A Helmholtz-like coil pair (white dashed boxes) premagnetized
the target with a uniform axial magnetic field. (c) Select time-
dependent parameters. Primary axis: trajectory of inner and outer
(Din and Dout [mm]) liner diameter via 1D simulation and load
current I [MA] via experimental load-region Bdots. Secondary
axis (logarithmic): azimuthal magnetic field, B�;out [T] at the
liner’s outer surface, calculated using the experimental IðtÞ and
simulation DoutðtÞ, and axial magnetic field, Bz;in [T] inside the

liner, calculated by assuming perfect flux conservation, and by
using Bz;0 ¼ 7 T and the simulation DinðtÞ.
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experiments used beryllium liners (Rout;0 ¼ 2:79 mm,

Rin;0¼2:325mm) with a 1:5mg=cc deuterium gas fill. Gold

strips (0:5 �m thick, 1.0 mmwide) weremated to the liner’s
inner surface (180 degrees apart and in the limb regions of
radiographs) to provide enhanced contrast [13]. Helmholtz-
like coils [Fig. 1(b)] generated the slow rising (� 3:5 ms)
axial seed field, which was uniform to better than 1%
(according to ANSYS MAXWELL [14] simulations) by the
time the z-pinch drive current, IðtÞ, was delivered to the
liner. Figure 1(c) shows several time-dependent parameters.
The liner trajectory [DinðtÞ and DoutðtÞ, obtained via 1D
GORGON simulation [15]] matches the experimental stagna-

tion time, regardless of Bz;0, since the axial seed field has

little effect on bulk liner-implosion dynamics; the field rises
slowly enough to diffuse through the liner without imparting
significant force or joule heating, and during the implosion,
the magnetic pressure of the compressed axial field is not
significant until a few nanoseconds before stagnation.
The liner first moves appreciably when IðtÞ (from experi-
mental Bdots [16,17]) reaches about 10 MA. Therefore, as

the implosion begins, the calculated surface field B�;outðtÞ �
700 T exceeds Bz;0 by 2 orders of magnitude.

The radiographs in Fig. 2 demonstrate the dramatic
effect that axial premagnetization has on liner instability
formation. The premagnetized liners (Bz;0 ¼ 7 or 10 T)

shown in Figs. 2(a)–2(d) developed 3D-helixlike instabil-
ity structure that persisted at a large angle to the pinch axis
(z) throughout the implosion. Penetrating radiography
allows observation of both the ‘‘front’’ and ‘‘back’’ of the
liner; therefore, structures with both positive and negative
slope were observed. The crosshatched features indicate
that multiple overlapping helices existed simultaneously.
By contrast, the unmagnetized liners (Bz;0 ¼ 0 T) in

Figs. 2(e) and 2(f) (similar to a large dataset from unmag-
netized fast liner implosions [9,11]) developed highly-
correlated azimuthally-symmetric MRT instability
structure (k�B�¼0). MRT theory shows [7] that instabil-
ities will have the highest growth rate for k �B ¼ 0 (for
arbitrary B). Therefore, the large angle to the pinch axis of
the observed helical structures suggests the unexpected

FIG. 2 (color online). Radiographs from a 2-frame, monochromatic, 6:151� 0:5 keV x-ray radiography diagnostic (resolution: 1 ns,
15 �m) [28]. The vertical (horizontal) axes are axial (radial) location in mm. Column headings indicate Bz;0 for the liners in each

experimental radiograph. Grayscale bars indicate transmission percent for the radiographs in the upper and lower rows. Liners (a–e)
had dimensions (Rout;0 ¼ 2:79 mm, Rin;0 ¼ 2:325 mm) while (f, data previously presented in [12]) had dimensions (Rout;0 ¼ 3:47 mm,

Rin;0 ¼ 2:89 mm) and contained an on axis rod to mitigate time integrated self-emission—TISE. The Fujifilm imaging plate used for

the radiograph in (b) was damaged by ‘‘shrapnel,’’ which accounts for the large black structures on either side of the pinch. In (c), over
half of the radiograph was inadvertently blocked. In (e), white circles are placed near locations of the TISE that was produced by the
liner and imaged by the radiography optics; it is atypically absent in (a)–(d), which possibly signifies enhanced uniformity of the inner-
liner wall or inhibition of radial convergence due to the compressed axial field. The large opaque object at the top of (d) is a nylon
‘‘cushion’’ that was inserted inside the liner. Such cushions [shown in pink in Fig. 1(a)] were inserted in both the anode and cathode
regions for the liners in (a)–(e), and cause the slight ‘‘zippering’’ effect (curvature) observed at z� 3 mm. The cushions mitigate
electrode instabilities which can otherwise lead the central implosion, causing jetting and liner-fuel mixing.
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possibility that B�;outðtÞ � Bz;outðtÞ throughout the implo-

sion [however, Bz;outðtÞ was not directly measured in the

experiment].
The radiograph in Fig. 2(d) is the highest-convergence

view of a liner’s inner wall captured in the MagLIF pro-
gram to date and reveals a remarkably uniform surface
atCR ¼ 6:9� 0:6 [Rin;avgðtÞ ¼ 335� 30 �m]. This result

is very encouraging for magnetically driven inertial con-
finement fusion concepts.

The experimental radiographs allow calculation of the
liner chordal areal density, ��xchord¼�lnTðx;zÞ=�, where
Tðx; zÞ is the radiograph transmission, and �¼2:44cm2=g
is the opacity of solid beryllium. The 3D nature of the
helical perturbation breaks the cylindrical symmetry req-
uired for Abel inversion; therefore, � � xchord is reported.
Figure 3 plots � � xchordðzÞ, found by averaging across a
50-�m-wide strip about r ¼ 0, for each of the radiographs
in Figs. 2(a)–2(d). Interpretation of this portion of the
radiograph is simplified because the helical structures fall
in a plane perpendicular to the chord. Both the ‘‘front’’ and
‘‘back’’ of the liner contribute to � � xchord; thus, the data
are modulated by the superposition of the nonazimuthally
correlated perturbations on the front and back of the liner.
Maximum � � xchord values occur when two spikes (front
and back) fall along the same chord (compare axial location
of peaks with corresponding radiographs in Fig. 2). The
growing variation in � � xchordðzÞ indicates that the axial
distribution of liner mass became increasingly nonuniform
as the liner imploded. This suggests that the amplitude of
the helical instability grew with liner convergence.

Images obtained by a time-gated x-ray pinhole camera
(Fig. 4) reveal that the observed helical instability structure
extended to the liner’s outer surface. The instrument [18]

was configured to measure �1 keV x-ray emissions; such
emissions are attenuated by the thick-walled liner unless
they originate near its surface. Two images each are shown
for the Bz;0 ¼ 0 T and Bz;0 ¼ 7 T cases. The radiating

structures imaged in the Bz;0 ¼ 0 T case were predomi-

nantly horizontal, whereas those in the Bz;0 ¼ 7 T case

were at a 15–20 degree angle to the horizontal. Aside
from orientation to the pinch axis, the data are quite
similar; the emission intensity and the dominant perturba-
tion wavelength are comparable [Fig. 4(e)].
Next, to more quantitatively characterize the structures

observed in the radiographs, a cylindrical-helix model has
been applied to the image data. The parametric equations
for a cylindrical helix projected onto the y-z plane are
yð�Þ ¼ a sinð�Þ and zð�Þ ¼ p�=2�, where a is the radius
and p is the pitch of the helix [these relationships are
illustrated in Fig. 5(a)]. We define the angle of the nearly
straight diagonal central portion of the helical projection as
the ‘‘pitch angle’’ ’¼ tan�1ðz=yÞ¼ tan�1½p�=2�asinð�Þ�.
Note that in the limit y ! 0, ’ ¼ tan�1ðp=2�aÞ.
In Fig. 5(b), cylindrical helices have been fit to the

lower-convergence radiograph of the Bz;0 ¼ 7 T experi-

ment. Five overlapping helical structures were easily
traced through more than a full cycle; their average

FIG. 3. (a) Chordal areal density, � � xchordðzÞ, for the radio-
graphs in Figs. 2(a)–2(d). (b) Each curve in (a) has been axially
averaged, with the result plotted versus normalized distance
moved [(a) and (b) share the vertical axis]. The ‘‘error bars’’
for each point are simply the max=min � � xchordðzÞ for each
curve. These data are plotted over an analytic estimate of
the chordal areal density (� � xchord ¼ 2�0�0fð2Rinðt ¼
0Þ þ �0Þ=ð2RinðtÞ þ �0Þg, which is derived by assuming the liner
thickness �0 remains constant as the liner implodes (a reasonable
assumption for high-Mach-number implosions).

FIG. 4 (color online). (a)–(d) Time-gated (250 ps) x-ray pin-
hole (50 �m diameter) images of liner-surface emissions (all
axes are in [mm], color bars quantify background subtracted
specular density). The imaging system was filtered for lower
energy x-ray emission (� 25% transmission at 1 keV, �80%
transmission at 2 keV). Frames (a) and (c) were exposed at
nearly the same time as radiographs (b) and (d) of Fig. 2 (when
CR� 7). Frames (b) and (d) were exposed a few nanoseconds
later, very near the time that the inner wall of the liner stagnates
on axis. The plot in (e) shows the variation in specular density
with axial location, averaged radially over the central 0.9 mm of
images (b) and (d).
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values are aavg ¼ 1:07 mm and pavg ¼ 1:56 mm. The

cylindrical-helix model successfully fit most structures
observed in this radiograph. Helixlike structures are also
apparent in the radiographs of Figs. 2(b)–2(d), but these
data could not be unambiguously fit with the simple
cylindrical-helix model due to challenges associated with
reduced field of view [Fig. 2(c)] or reduced contrast at
higher convergence [Figs. 2(b) and 2(d)]. Also, the helix-
like structures in the higher-convergence radiographs may
be too complex for such a simple model to apply. For
example, unmagnetized (Bz¼0) fast-liner experiments
have shown that short-wavelength modes coalesce into
longer-wavelength modes as the liner converges, and in
the process, complex 3D transitional structures develop
[11]. Such processes likely also occur in premagnetized
liner implosions.

Despite the difficulties with fitting full-cycle helical pro-
jections to some of the data, due to the predominantly helical
topology of the instabilities, each radiograph contains several
clearly-identifiable nearly-straight diagonal structures that
can be interpreted using the cylindrical-helix model. Line
fits were made to these structures, and the angle to the
horizontal of each line segment was equated to the previ-
ously defined ‘‘pitch angle’’ (’). To reduce fitting errors,
only the nearly-straight diagonal structures that extend
almost fully across the inner diameter of the liner were
included in the analysis. Table I displays the number of
structures identified in each radiograph. For each radiograph,
the average absolute value of the pitch angle’Avg for all line

fits is reported.’Avg increases withBz;0 and furthermore, for

fixed Bz;0, ’Avg increases with liner convergence.

The physical processes that both seed and support the
growth of the observed helical perturbations remain uncer-
tain. A prevailing hypothesis suggests that the helical
perturbations are seeded early in the experiment (when,
at least momentarily, the field components Bz and B� are
certain to be comparable) by a magnetic field streamline
with pitch pB ¼ 2�aðBz=B�Þ [19]. That the experimental
’Avg � tan�1ðp=2�aÞ increases with liner convergence

(Table I) shows that the helical pitch (p) changes more
slowly than the change in helical radius (a) and, in fact,
appears to remain nearly constant through the final stages
of the implosion (to within measurement uncertainty). If
we speculate that the helical pitch is seeded early in the
experiment, and then remains constant throughout the
implosion, then for the Z2480-t1 radiograph (which allows
the only direct measurement of pitch) pB¼pavg¼1:56 mm,

and the azimuthal field strength when the helices were
seeded is B�;seed¼ð2�Rout;0	Bz;0Þ=pavg ¼ 79 T. Several

interesting physical processes occur at such field strengths.
First, for B 
 23 T, the magnetic pressure PB ¼ B2

�=2�0

exceeds the 207 MPa yield strength of the S-65 structural
grade Be used [20]. Next, Be melts at 1550 K [21]. A simple
estimate of temperature scaling with magnetic field for a
thick conductor is given by T � B2=2cv�0 [22,23]. Using
cv ¼ 3:55	 106 J=K �m3 [24], we find Bmelt ¼ 118 T,

FIG. 5 (color). (a) Projection of a cylindrical helix onto the y-z
plane. (b) Cylindrical helices fit to the 0 ! 40% transmission
version of the Z2480-t1 (Bz;0 ¼ 7 T) radiograph. Five helices

span the full height of the radiograph and have the following para-
meters: colorða½mm�jjp½mm�Þ, blueð1:00jj1:60Þ, redð1:12jj1:68Þ,
greenð1:15jj1:7Þ, cyanð1:05jj1:42Þ, magentað1:05jj1:4Þ. The helix
shown in black fits the helical structure well at the top of the
radiograph, but is terminated near the axial center of the radio-
graph when the path of the structure becomes indiscernible.

TABLE I. Experimental parameters and quantities from radiographs. Rin;avgðtÞ indicates the axially averaged radius of the liner’s
inner wall and excludes the ‘‘zippered’’ region near the nylon cushions (see Fig. 2). Gold strips provide high contrast of the liner’s inner
surface; uncertainty estimates consider diagnostic resolution and magnification variability. Image-averaged pitch angles are also
included.

Radiograph 2480-t1 2480-t2 2481-t1 2481-t2

Bz;0 [T] 6:8� 0:4 6:8� 0:4 9:7� 0:5 9:7� 0:5
Radiograph time [ns] 3094.3 3100.3 3094.8 3100.8

IðtÞ (Load Bdots) [MA] 15.5 14.9 15.0 14.2

Rin;avg:ðtÞ [�m] 870� 25 365� 30 810� 30 335� 30

CR ¼ Rin;0=RinðtÞ 2:7� 0:1 6:4� 0:5 2:9� 0:1 6:9� 0:6

(fuel) BzðtÞ ¼ Bz;0 	 CR2 [T] 49 277 81 468

# of lines fit 8 8 5 7

’Avg [deg] 16.4 25.6 25.9 32.9

Std. Dev. [deg] 1.6 1.2 2.9 4.2
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which is an approximate upper bound on the field strength
required for melt. Finally, electrothermal instabilities can be
seeded at temperatures well below melt when nonuniform
joule heating leads to density perturbations [25–27]. Even
if one of these processes can seed helical perturbations on
the liner’s surface, it is unclear whether such perturbations
should grow since it seems apparent that B�;outðtÞ quickly
dwarfs the expected (but unmeasured) Bz;outðtÞ. If

B�;outðtÞ � Bz;outðtÞ is indeed the case, the dominant B�

field will attempt to realign the instability to standard azi-
muthally correlated MRT structure (although realignment
will not occur instantaneously). One possible explanation of
the experimental results is that Bz;outðtÞ remains comparable

to B�;outðtÞ through some portion of the implosion. Such

Bz;out enhancement could occur if significant helical current

flow exists, or if the Bz field is highly compressed within the
liner wall. These and other hypothesis are being pursued to
explain the experimental results, but to date, no self-
consistent simulation or theoretical model matches the data.
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